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EXPERIENCE PLAYCOOL
PLAYCOOL for the hairstyle in Hairspray, Mousse and gels
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 +39 0331 1706328

EXPERIENCE PLAYCOOL
PLAYCOOL for the hairstyle in Hairspray, Mousse and gels

Youth Dynamics , , professional , PLAYCOOL line for the lacquer hairstyle , Mousse , Gel ,
Waxes with variation from soft effect , strong , gloss , wet and curl that exalt the creativity
of stylists.

MOUSSE
PlayCool mousse is perfect to give to a hairstyle that can vary from soft , wet , effect and
strong. Gives hair a perfect definition , an excellent seal , shine and protection.
• SOFT mousse and volumizing effect.
• WET & CURL MOUSSE mousse wet effect.
• STRONG MOUSSE strong mousse.
package: from 300 ml cans.

LACQUER
Professional formula PLAYCOOL line guarantees high yield for all work and drying
techniques , models , fixed without weighing down the hair and without product residues.
PLAYCOOL offers a soft or strong depending on the choice , enhancing the creativity of
stylists.
• SOFT volumizing effect lacquer.
packaging: 350 ml from sprayer.
• STRONG directional effect lacquer.
packing: 100 , from 350 cans and 500 ml.

SPACE GLOSS-Lube
Gives a gloss effect to your hair for a brilliant result and fragrant. Product designed for a
final effect of Ultra Gloss hairstyle. Enhances the creativity of stylists making color
reflections.
packaging: spray bottle no gas from 150 ml.

CURL EXPLOSION-styling cream
Creates and defines perfect ringlets donating elasticity , flexibility and shine to curly hair
with an Anti-Frizz effect.
packaging: 100 ml bottle.
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FUSION-GEL strong fixing
Gel strong fixing with Wet Look effect , makes it possible to draw the hair with ultra fixative
effect. Discipline your hair in the desired direction. Highly creative and professional
product.
packaging: 100 ml bottle.
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